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ABSTRACT
Reduction in structural mass, improvement in thermal performance, and reduction in shrinkage cracking
through internal curing are some of the reasons that lightweight (LW) aggregates have been used in
structures and pavements for decades. However, lightweight grout is still not permitted for use in
reinforced masonry construction by the TMS 402/602-16 code. In order to realize the benefits of
lightweight grout in U.S. reinforced masonry construction, a codified procedure for its use is required
which must be informed by experimental testing.
This research is a pilot project directed to characterize the performance of LW grout in comparison to
normal weight (NW) grout by conducting anchor bolt tests, modulus of rupture tests, diagonal tensile
strength tests and lap splice tests. Two types of lightweight aggregates, expanded clay aggregates (EC)
and expanded slate (ES) aggregates, are separately used to make the lightweight grout mixes. Firstly, the
appropriate mix designs are obtained through a number of trial batches which indicate that proper grout
mixes cannot be obtained through the volume proportions suggested by ASTM C476, hence
recommendations for the mix design criteria have been made in this research. The grout mix designs
adopted in the tests comply with the strength and slump requirements of ASTM C476. For the anchor bolt
tests, two types of fully grouted wall assemblies, half with EC grout and half ES grout are made. Half of
them are tested in static out-of-plane tension and the other half are tested in static in-plane shear, in
accordance with ASTM E488. A reduction factor for the TMS 402-16 equations does not appear
necessary for anchor bolts in tension in LW grout based on the results of this study but further research
would be required to corroborate these findings. The performance of anchor bolts in shear in LW grout
specimens seem similar to the performance in NW grout specimens, but additional testing involving
different bar diameters would be helpful to determine the consistency of the results. Modulus of rupture
tests in compliance with ASTM E518 are conducted in grout prisms and the results support the higher
tensile capacities of the ES grout found in the anchor bolt test in tension. For the lap splice test, two lap
splice configurations are tested using masonry assemblies constructed with EC and ES grout. Regression
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analysis is used to compare this dataset to historical data of lap splice specimens with NW grout. Finally,
three types of wall panels, each fully grouted with either EC grout, expanded slate ES grout or NW grout,
are constructed, and tested in accordance with ASTM E519. Modification factors are found to be
necessary for both the lap splice capacity and diagonal tensile strength capacity of assemblies with LW
grout compared to the predictive equations for capacities in NW grout. In addition to the discussion of the
datasets, parallels are drawn between the relative performance of LW grout specimens and NW grout
specimens and the relative performance of LW versus NW concrete specimens from the literature.
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION
Lightweight (LW) aggregates have numerous virtues including weight reduction, fire resistance, thermal
insulation, moisture resistance, sound insulation, and provide internal curing that reduces shrinkage
cracking [1]. Although the current structural masonry design standard, TMS 402/602-16, allows lightweight
aggregate to be used in the production of concrete masonry units (CMU), it does not allow LW aggregate
to be used for grout. Mass reduction through the use of LW grout would immensely benefit masonry
construction in seismically active regions by reducing seismic loads. Increased stringency of the energy
codes has made it more difficult for CMU construction to satisfy energy requirements, and the use of LW
grouts could greatly improve R-values for grouted masonry walls, allowing them to more easily satisfy
energy building code requirements [2]. Hence, development of a codified procedure is of paramount
importance for the LW aggregates to be extensively used in masonry grout.
LW aggregates are widely used in reinforced concrete. Different studies have been conducted to investigate
properties of LW concrete which have contributed to the development of lambda factor as prescribed by
the structural design standard for reinforced concrete, ACI 318 [3]. This lambda factor (λ) accounts for the
lower tensile strength of LW concrete, which can reduce shear strength, friction properties, splitting
resistance, bond between concrete and reinforcement, and increase development length compared with
normal weight (NW) concrete of the same compressive strength. Incorporation of similar factor in TMS
402 [4] standard would require studies comparing the performance of LW grout and NW grout. Some work
has been done to characterize the difference in the elastic modulus, compression strength, splitting tensile
strength and modulus of rupture for lightweight grout [5-8]. This research project was designed as a pilot
program to quantify differences in performance between LW grout and NW grout by conducting four
different types of tests: modulus of rupture tests, anchor bolt tests, reinforcement development length tests,
and diagonal tensile strength tests. Test results for LW grout have been summarized and compared with the
tested data for NW grout or literature for NW concrete and NW grout. Based on the test results, suggested
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lambda factors are developed to account for the difference in performance of LW grout compared to NW
grout.
This thesis is organized into the following chapters: Chapter 2 covers a literature review of LW aggregates,
their use in concrete and masonry to date, and the standard tests performed as part of this work, Chapter 3
presents the properties of the aggregates used in this research, Chapter 4 talks through the different batching
procedures that were run through before coming up with a suitable mix design, Chapter 5 summarizes the
findings of anchor bolt tension tests and anchor bolt shear tests along with the deductions from modulus of
rupture tests, Chapter 6 delineates the results from diagonal tensile strength tests and lap splice tests,
Chapter 7 encapsulates the conclusions as they relate to the codification of LW grout for masonry structures,
and suggested future work. Appendix consists of the design of anchor tensile and shear specimens and the
design of anchor bolt test setup. Other specimen designs were based on the previously conducted tests or
the code requirements and hence have not been included in the appendices.
References
1. National Ready Mix Concrete Association (NRMCA), “Structural Lightweight Concrete,”
Concrete in Practice, Issue 36, 2003.
2. Oldcastle Architectural, “Masonry Meets New Energy Codes,” Continuing Education Materials,
Accessed Oct. 3, 2018: https://www.echelonmasonry.com/assets/937.
3. TMS 402/602-16. (2016), “Building Code Requirements and Specification for Masonry
Structures”, The Masonry Society, Longmont, CO, USA.
4. ACI Committee 318. Building code requirements for structural concrete (ACI 318-19) and
commentary (ACI 318R-19). American Concrete Institute, Farmington Hills; 2019.
5. Petty, P.B., and Nelson, M.R., “Structural Lightweight Masonry Grout,” 11th North American
Masonry Conference, Minneapolis, MN, June 2011.
6. Tanner, A. “Strength of Masonry Grout Made with Expanded Shale,” MS Thesis, Brigham Young
University, 2014.
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7. Bane, D. “Material and Structural Properties of Lightweight Masonry Grout,” MS Thesis,
Tennessee Technological University, 2016.
8. Polanco, H., Fonseca, F., and Eggett, D., “Lightweight Grout Mix Design,” 13th Canadian Masonry
Symposium, Halifax, Canada, June 4-7, 2017.
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CHAPTER 2 : LITERATURE REVIEW
Lightweight Aggregates in Concrete and Masonry
With a history dating back to the days of Roman Empire, lightweight (LW) aggregates are widely used in
the construction industry today. Originally, LW aggregates were naturally sourced (e.g. pumice, cinders,
scoria), but modern LW aggregates are commonly made from expanded materials such as clay, shale and
slate [1]. Lightweight aggregates can be defined as aggregates with a particle density less than 2000 kg/m 3
or a dry loose bulk density less than 1200 kg/m3 [2]. Recently, lightweight aggregates have been used in
lightweight concrete production to reduce structural weight, improve thermal insulation, and increase fire
resistance [3-6]. Also, in recent years saturated light-weight aggregate has been used as an internal curing
agent to minimize autogenous shrinkage in grouts, mortars and concrete that are typically characterized by
low water-to-cementitious (w/cm) materials ratio [7-10].
LW aggregates have been found to have excellent thermal insulation due to the low thermal conductivity
of the air trapped in the porous structure of LW aggregates [2]. LW concrete produced with expanded clay
(EC) or slate (ES) aggregates has a 30 to 60% lower coefficient of thermal conductivity than NW concrete
[11]. LW aggregates have also been used to improve fire ratings of buildings [12]. The fire resistance rating
is attributable to its comparatively lower strength reduction at high temperature, and lower coefficient of
thermal expansion which reduces concrete spalling.
Artificial LW aggregates can be used for internal curing since their composition and heating conditions can
be modified to design their pore structure and performance [13]. The prewetting of LW aggregates helps
reserve water in the pores of the aggregates which is supplied for hydration and can reduce the effects of
self-desiccation, thus reducing autogenous shrinkage effect [14, 15]. Henkensiefken [14] found that as the
volume fractions of fine LW aggregates increased, the shrinkage rate and the volume of autogenous
shrinkage reduced, in turn reducing the risk of cracking.
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Lightweight aggregates in concrete production have been shown to affect the tensile strength, shear
strength, friction properties, splitting resistance, bond between concrete and reinforcement, and
development length compared with normal weight concrete of the same compressive strength. This led to
the incorporation of a Lambda factor in the ACI 318 [16] code that modifies the predicted strength of
members constructed with LW concrete. Similar testing of these properties in masonry specimens
constructed with lightweight grout is needed before a codified procedure for TMS 402/602 [17] can be
established. Petty and Nelson [18] designed lightweight grouts using blast furnace steel slag aggregate
whose axial tensile strength, compressive strength, and shrinkage performances were comparable to, or if
not better than normal-weight grouts. Tanner [19] maintained that tests on grout containing expanded shale
aggregate that included determination of slump, unit weight, air content and segregation, when compared
to masonry code and ASTM standards, were in an acceptable range. Polanco [20] also performed
experiments on expanded shale grout and found it to comply with the requirements of ASTM C476 [21].
Tests to determine hardened grout properties including modulus of rupture, axial tensile strengths, etc. were
conducted using crushed lightweight sand and natural sand as fines and pea gravel, limestone, and expanded
slate as coarse aggregate by Bane [22]. Though Petty and Nelson have previously conducted some testing
of the axial tensile strength of bent-bar anchors, it was based on a modified test method [23] which used
wall prisms instead of wall panels for the test and only considered one grout type. Bane also conducted
axial tensile strength testing following the test methods of Petty and Nelson, but only three test results were
reported because of imprecise strain gage readings caused by eccentric loading of the load cell [22].
The proposed research effort is the next necessary step to develop a lightweight aggregate factor for TMS
402 by conducting modulus of rupture tests, anchor bolt tests, diagonal tensile strength tests and lap splice
tests on masonry assemblies with normal weight and lightweight grout.

2.1 Modulus of Rupture Test
Modulus of rupture testing for masonry is specified in ASTM E518 [24]. This test can be conducted by two
methods: A) Third-Point Loading Method B) The Uniform Loading Method as shown in Figure 2-1.
5

(b)

(a)

Figure 2-1: Modulus of Rupture Test Methods (a) Third Point Loading Method (b) Uniform Loading Method
For this research, Method A the three-point loading method is used for characterizing the modulus of
rupture of lightweight grout. For Test Method A,
1) For specimens built with solid masonry units (75% or more net area)

2) For specimens with hollow masonry units (less than 75% net area)

Where, R = gross area modulus of rupture, MPa [psi], P = maximum applied load indicated by the testing
machine, N [lbf], Ps = weight of specimen, N [lbf], l = span, mm [in.], b = average width of specimen, mm
[in.], d = average depth of specimen, mm [in.], and S = section modulus of actual net bedded area, mm 3
[in.3].
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2.2 Anchor Bolt Test

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-2: Anchor Bolt Test Setup (a) Tension Test Setup (b) Shear Test Setup
The tensile and shear strengths of anchors can be tested as specified in ASTM E488 [25] (Figure 2-2).
The following nominal tensile strength equations [17] have been found to give the best prediction of bentbar anchor strength [16]:
Banb=0.332Apt√f ’m (N, mm); Banb=4Apt√f ’m (lbf, in.)

(TMS 402-16 Equation 9-3)

Banp=1.5f ’mebdb+2.07π(lb+eb+db)db (N, mm);
Banp=1.5f ’mebdb+300π(lb+eb+db)db (lbf, in.)

(TMS 402-16 Equation 9-4)

Bans=Abfy (N, mm or lbf, in.)

(TMS 402-16 Equation 9-5)

Where, Banb (N (lbf)) is the tensile strength of a bent-bar anchor bolt governed by tensile cone breakout of
the masonry. Banp (N (lbf)) is the tensile strength of a bent-bar anchor bolt governed by straightening and
pull out of the bent-bar anchor. Bans (N (lbf)) is the tensile strength of a bent-bar anchor bolt governed by
yield of the anchor steel. Apt (mm2 (in.2)) is the projected tension area on masonry surface of a right
circular cone. f ’m (MPa (psi)) is specified compressive strength of clay masonry or concrete masonry. eb
(mm (in.)) is the projected leg extension of bent-bar anchor. db (mm (in.)) is the nominal diameter of
7

reinforcement or anchor bolt. lb (mm (in.)) is the effective embedment length of headed or bent anchor
bolts. Ab (mm2 (in.2)) is the cross-sectional area of an anchor bolt and fy (MPa (psi)) is the specified yield
strength of steel for reinforcement and anchors.

Figure 2-3:Anchor Bolt Tensile Breakout Cone [TMS 402/602-16]
TMS 402/602-16 [15] suggests following nominal shear strength equations for anchor bolts in shear:
(N, mm);

(lbf, in)

(N, mm);

(lbf, in)

(N, mm);

(TMS 402-16 Equation 9-6)

(TMS 402-16 Equation 9-7)
(lbf, in)

(TMS 402-16 Equation

9-8)
(N, mm);

(lbf, in)

(TMS 402-16 Equation 9-9)

Where, Bvnb (N (lbf)) is the shear strength of a bent-bar anchor bolt governed by masonry breakout. Bvnc
(N (lbf)) is the shear strength of a bent-bar anchor bolt governed by masonry crushing. Bvnpry (N (lbf)) is
the shear strength of a bent-bar anchor bolt governed by anchor bolt pry out. Bvns (N (lbf))is the shear
strength of a bent-bar anchor bolt governed by yield of the anchor steel. Apv (mm2 (in.2)) is the projected
shear area on masonry surface of one-half of a right circular cone.
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Figure 2-4: Anchor Bolt Shear Breakout Cone [TMS 402/602-16]

2.3 Diagonal Tensile Strength Test
One of the most important criteria to be considered while understanding the performance of structural
masonry is the performance of masonry under lateral loading. Three types of failure mechanisms come in
to play under in-plane loading: rocking failure, shear sliding failure and diagonal tensile (shear) failure.
Diagonal tensile failure is one of the most common masonry failure mechanisms, which is typically

(b)

(a)

Figure
2-5: 5:
Anchor
Bolt
Shear
Vertical
Orientation (b)
Figure
Anchor
bolt
shearBreakout
breakoutCone
cone(a)
[TMS
402/602-16]
Horizontal Orientation
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observed unless the wall has little vertical compressive stress, such as walls in the upper stories of a building
[26].
Diagonal tensile strength of masonry can be experimentally determined using ASTM E519 [27]. Both the
horizontal and vertical orientation of the setup is permitted as shown in Figure 2-5.
The specimen is loaded through the diagonal and compression of the loaded diagonal and extension of the
diagonal perpendicular to the loading can be measured using either compressometers and extensometers or
strain gages.
For the purpose of design (given strength level compressive load acting normal to shear surface is zero),
nominal shear strength, Vn should be taken as smallest of (a) and (b):
TMS 402-16 Equation 8.2.6.2 (a)

1.5 𝑓 ′

TMS 402-16 Equation 8.2.6.2 (b)

120 𝑝𝑠𝑖
37 𝑝𝑠𝑖 +

37 𝑝𝑠𝑖 +

.

, For running bond masonry not fully grouted

.

, For masonry not laid in running bond, constructed of open-end units, and fully grouted

TMS 402-16 Equation 8.2.6.2 (c)

TMS 402-16 Equation 8.2.6.2 (d)
60 𝑝𝑠𝑖 +

.

, For running bond masonry fully grouted

TMS 402-16 Equation 8.2.6.2 (e)

15 𝑝𝑠𝑖 (103 𝑘𝑃𝑎) , For masonry not laid in running bond, constructed of other than open end units, and
fully grouted
Where, 𝐴

TMS 402-16 Equation 8.2.6.2 (d)

is the net shear area, 𝑓 ′ is the masonry compressive strength, Nv is the compressive force

acting normal to shear force.
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2.4 Lap Splice Test
In reinforced masonry structures with continuous reinforcement, lap splices, welding or mechanical splicing
of the bars can be considered but providing lap splices is the most economical solution [28]. Analogous to
the need for strong bond in between reinforcement and concrete reinforced concrete, effective bond in
between the reinforcement and grout in the masonry is required to allow for the proper stress distribution
in the masonry. Some of the factors that bond strength depends on are type of aggregate and concrete, type
of reinforcing bar, diameter of reinforcing bar, development length and confinement [29]. There have been
some conflicting results in the comparison of bond strength of LW and NW concrete. Though LW
aggregates are believed to have lower strength, which follows the reasoning for lower tensile strength and
hence lower bond strength [30], results from the literature are not consistent. Some researchers have found
that bond strength of LWC is comparable to NWC [31, 32, 33] and some have found it to be greater than
that of NWC [34, 35, 36]. Under the application of tensile force, the actual bond stress varies along the
length of the bar, hence some length of reinforcement is required for the stress to be developed.
Though ASTM doesn’t have any standard for lap splice testing, historically, flexural tests and direct tensile
pull-out tests have been conducted on the lap splices. The flexural test configuration [37] involves third
point loading by loading the specimens such that the splice lied in a region of constant moment. This kind
of test influences the failure modes by crushing the compression face prior to the splice failure [38], hence,
the tensile pull-out method is more commonly adopted by researchers. Two types of direct tension tests of
lap splice specimens can be found in the literature. The first specimen type consists of prisms built with
half-units to create a single vertical cell and the lap splice positioned at the center of the prisms [39, 40] as
shown in Figure 2-6 (a).
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(b)

(a)

Figure 2-6: Lap Splice Test Configuration in Literature (a) Sorica and Tulin [40] (b)
Thompson [42]
Single splice testing may result in a small amount of moment caused by the eccentricity in between the two
rods and therefore the force applied on them. To overcome this limitation, the tests have been carried out
in wall panels consisting of two lap splices placed such that the moments resulting due to eccentricity in
both the splices get annulled as shown in Figure 2-6(b) [41]. This test specimen has been selected for the
experimental program. The test setup requires a loading device of sufficient capacity, loading rods which
are stronger than the reinforcement used in the walls and couplers that connect the loading rods to the
reinforcement. Load is applied on any one side of the rods, and they are loaded till failure.
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Figure 2-7: Lap Splice Test Setup (Schematic)
The failure modes of a lap splice can be either longitudinal splitting of masonry, rupture of reinforcement
or pullout of reinforcement. Longitudinal splitting of the masonry occurs as a result of the radial component
of the bond stress which creates internal dilation pressure. When this circumferential tensile stress exceeds
the tensile strength of the grout, the propagation of cracks towards the masonry surface is ensued [28, 40,
42]. Moreover, the riding up of one reinforcement bar over the other bar in contact when the force is applied
also contributes to the splitting failure. Short lap lengths lead to this kind of brittle failure before reaching
the reinforcement yield. Longer lap lengths and larger cover depths provide strong and ductile lap splice
which induces bar yielding or pull out of the reinforcing bar. In a bar yielding failure, the slippage between
the bars during yield may cause lateral stresses initiating radial cracking or cone-shaped spalling. Pull-out
is most common when the cover is large compared to the bar diameter [42].
The TMS 402-16 code equation for development length is a simplified version of the following regression
equation from tests on lap splices within masonry assemblies with NW grout [28]:

(mm);
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(in) NCMA 1999 Equation 6-1
where, lr = basic development length based on regression analysis, mm or in. Ab = area of reinforcing bar,
mm2 or in2. Fy = yield strength of reinforcing steel, MPa or psi. db = diameter of the reinforcing bar, mm or
in. f’m = specified compressive strength of the masonry, Mpa or psi. c cl = clear cover to reinforcement, mm
or in. The above equation was derived after rearranging the terms in the multiple linear regression equation,
NCMA 1999 Equation 1:
(kN);
(lb)
Where, Fpredicted = Predicted load capacity of the splice, lb. f’mt = tested compressive strength of the masonry,
MPa or psi. Note that this equation is based off of specimens that failed in masonry splitting failure.
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CHAPTER 3 : AGGREGATE PROPERTIES
Expanded clay (EC) lightweight aggregates from Arcosa and expanded slate (ES) lightweight aggregates
from Stalite were used.
Sieve analysis was carried out per ASTM C136 [1] and the gradation of all aggregates was found to
comply with ASTM C330 [2] grading requirements. Specific gravity and absorption tests were also
conducted in accordance with ASTM C127 [3] and ASTM C128 [4] for coarse and fine aggregates
respectively.
Table 3-1: Physical Properties of aggregates
Physical property
Relative density (OD)
Relative density (SSD)
Specific Gravity (SG)
Absorption (%)
Gradation
Sieve size
1/2 in
3/8 in
#4
#8
#16
#50
#100
#200

Expanded clay
coarse
0.92
1.17
1.17
27.49

100
100
30.6
2.1
1.3
0.8
0.5
0.2

Expanded clay
fines
0.88
1.35
1.35
52.68

Expanded
slate coarse
1.44
1.55
1.55
7.87

Cumulative % weight by passing
100
100
100
97.4
100
9.3
69.8
6.9
43.6
5.8
13.9
5.3
9.8
4.9
2.8
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Expanded
slate fines
1.75
2
2
14.5

100
100
100
93.4
41.9
23.8
10.4
-

CHAPTER 4 : SELECTION OF MIX DESIGN
Masonry grout must be compliant with the ASTM C476-20 specification [1] and section 4 discusses the
volume proportions for fine and coarse grout. For any grout other than self-consolidating grout, the
volume proportion requirement for conventional grout can be determined either by the volume
proportions specified in Table 1 (ASTM C476) or by the fulfillment of strength requirements, where the
minimum 28-day compressive strength must be 2000 psi (14 MPa) with a slump of 8-11 inches. Selfconsolidating grout must be compliant with separate slump flow and strength requirements and a
volumetric batching proportion is not prescribed. The specification is currently applicable only to grouts
comprised of normal weight aggregates compliant with ASTM C404 [2]. There is a growing interest in
using lightweight (LW) aggregates in masonry grout to reduce seismic weight and improve thermal
performance of masonry assemblies. In order for LW aggregates to be used in masonry grout, it should be
determined if the volume proportion requirements can be applied to LW grout and if suitable mix designs
can be created from multiple types of LW aggregates that comply with the strength requirements of
ASTM C476. This research was carried out in an effort to obtain a mix design for lightweight (LW) grout
which complies with the conventional grout proportion requirement. This research found that it was not
possible to achieve a suitable mix using the volume proportions of Table 1 (ASTM C476) but strength
and slump requirements could be met using either ACI concrete design procedures or hand batching to
desired consistency.
According to C476 4.2.1.1, the proportions for conventional grout (including LW grout) should fulfill the
proportion requirements given in Table 1. Two types of light weight (LW) aggregates—expanded clay
(EC) and expanded slate (ES)—were taken to make trial batches in an attempt to obtain a mix design
which would comply with the conventional grout proportion requirements. The nomenclature followed
for the trial batches is as follows:
EC – Expanded Clay; ES – Expanded Slate
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4.1 Mix Design Procedure
The aggregates were soaked in water over plastic sheets bounded by CMU blocks for 72 hours [3, 4] and
drained by poking small holes at around half the periphery of the plastic sheets and letting them drain for
24 hours as per the discussion with aggregate manufacturer. Care was taken to make sure the aggregates
were not too dry. If added dry, the higher porosity of LWAs can lead to absorption of water from the mix
before the setting of cement resulting in loss of workability as well as the reduction in the effective water
to cement ratio. Portland cement I/II was used as the binding agent.
The trial batching was conducted in three phases and the summary of all the mix proportions is shown in
Table 4-1.
Table 4-1: Mix proportions of trial batches
volume proportion

EC1

EC2

EC3

EC4

EC5

ES1

ES2

ES3

ES4

ES5

cement
fine aggregates
coarse aggregates

1.00
2.25
1.00

1.00
2.25
1.00

1.00
2.25
1.00

1.00
2.48
1.10

1.00
1.49
0.66

1.00
2.25
1.00

1.00
2.25
1.00

1.00
2.25
1.00

1.00
2.02
0.90

1.00
1.99
0.88

28-day compressive
strength, MPa (ksi)

16.75

16.89

33.37

16.06

33.23

9.93

7.72

54.40

16.34

15.65

(2.43)

(2.45)

(4.84)

(2.33)

(4.82)

(1.44)

(1.12)

(7.89)

(2.37)

(2.27)

4.1.1 Batches prepared to meet volume requirement
Two trial batches each for expanded clay (EC1, EC2) and expanded shale aggregates (ES1, ES2) were
prepared in an to attempt to comply with the volume proportions of ASTM C476 Table 1 while achieving
a good consistency (no segregation) and meeting the slump and strength requirements (ASTM C476). The
density of cement used to convert the volume proportions to weight was the bulk density (94 lb/ft 3) per
ASTM C476 note 10. The cement: fine aggregates: coarse aggregates proportion by volume was taken as
1:2.25:1 which considered the minimum amount of fine aggregates and coarse aggregates as suggested by
Table 1 (ASTM C476).
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For the mix, coarse aggregates were added in the paddle mixer followed by fine aggregates and then the
cement. Water was added little by little and slump tests were conducted. The mix was observed to be
really stiff at first (around 3 inches), but even at that point, water separated from the mix. Although the
first few increments of water did not have much effect on slump, a noticeable step change in the slump
response occurred where the slump quickly increased to between 8 and 9 inches. Compressive strengths
of grout prisms were determined in accordance with C1019 [5]. Among the four mixes, the EC grout
batches were found to have compressive strengths of 2.4 ksi for both the batches and the ES grout batches
were found to have compressive strengths of 1.4 ksi and 1.1 ksi. Even though the EC grout satisfied
strength requirements, segregation was observed in all the trial batches.
In an effort to remedy the segregation issues, additional trial batches (not shown in Table 4-1) were
prepared by using superplasticizers and Viscosity Modifying Admixtures (VMA) but segregation still
occurred (Figure 4-1).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-1: Segregation of Grout Mixes Complying with ASTM C476 Volume Proportions (a)
EC Grout (b) ES Grout
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4.1.2 Batches made with concrete mix design:
For the next phase, the mix proportions were calculated as per ACI standard [6]. The specific gravity of
cement (3.15) was used in the calculations. Two trial batches, one each for expanded clay grout (EC3)
and expanded slate grout (ES3) were prepared. The cement: fine aggregates: coarse aggregates proportion
by volume was taken as 1:2.25:1 and the corresponding proportion by weight was 1:0.96:0.37. The mixes
came together well, and the slump was noted to be around 8-9 inches. The 28-day compressive strength
for EC3 was found to be 4.84 ksi and that for ES 7.89 ksi—hence, both were found to have strength well
above the lower limit specified in C476. Note that the volume proportions calculated using the bulk
density of the materials (per ASTM C476) were 1:1.08:0.48 which does not meet the volume proportion
requirement of ASTM C476 Table 1.

4.1.3 Batches made by hand batching to get the desired strength:
The final phase of the mix design process included hand batching to obtain a good mix as lean as possible
which would satisfy the strength requirement. Four trial batches, two EC grout batch (EC4, EC5) and two
ES grout batch (ES4, ES5) were prepared. The volume proportion of fine aggregates to coarse aggregates
was the same as in step 1 and 2, but the cement was slowly added by hand in measured amounts to
achieve the desired consistency.
For this mix, the coarse aggregates were added in the mixer followed by fine aggregates. Some amount of
cement and water were measured out in separate buckets. Cement was added little by little followed by
some water to get the mix together. This process was repeated until the mix looked workable and did not
segregate. Slump tests were taken periodically in the process until the slump criteria was satisfied. The
amount of cement and water were back calculated through the remaining cement and water in the buckets
after obtaining the required mix. The 28-day compressive test results revealed that the strengths of EC4
and EC5 were 2.33 ksi and 4.82 ksi respectively and ES4 and ES5 were 2.37 and 2.27 respectively. The
resulting volume proportions calculated using the bulk density of the materials (per ASTM C476) were
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1:2.48:1.1, 1:1.49:0.66, 1:2.02:0.9, 1:1.99:0.88 for EC4, EC5, ES4, ES5 respectively, which do not meet
the volume proportion requirement of ASTM C476 Table 1.

4.2 Conclusions
The specifications for the grout proportions for conventional grout as given by C476 Table 1 were found
to be insufficient for the LW aggregates that were used in making the trial batches. Further research to
determine the sufficiency of the procedure given for conventional grout in case of LW grout is called for.
Based on the test data, the possibility of the LW grout requiring a procedure similar to self-consolidating
grout is indicated.
Though mix designs prepared according to concrete mix design and hand batching were not in agreement
with the volume proportions specified in ASTM C476, they still complied with the code since the slump
and strength requirements were met. ACI mix design procedure was adopted for the anchor bolt tests and
modulus of rupture tests which were conducted in early stages at the Clemson University. Later on, hand
batching was suggested to get leaner mixes and hand batching process was adopted for the diagonal
strength tests and lap splice test specimens which were conducted in research facility at National Concrete
Masonry Association (NCMA). The results from all the tests were normalized with respect to their grout
strength as the primary focus was on the ratios of tested to predicted strengths.
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CHAPTER 5 : ANCHOR BOLT TESTS IN TENSION AND
SHEAR AND MODULUS OF RUPTURE TEST
5.1 Material Properties and Mix Design
5.1.1 Material Properties
The details of the aggregates used are already discussed in Chapter 3.
Portland Cement I/II was used as a binding agent for the grout and Type S masonry cement mortar was
used for the CMU assemblies. The ACI mix design procedure [1] was used to formulate a grout that met
the strength and slump requirements of ASTM 476 [2]. Note the specific gravity of cement was taken as
3.15.
20 cm (8 in.) concrete masonry units (CMU) were tested as per ASTM C140 [3] and the net compressive
strength was determined to be 18.3 MPa (2650 psi) with a coefficient of variation of 11%.

5.1.2 Mix Design
The specimen names follow the designation: batch name-batch number -specimen number. Where, Batch
name= ECABT (Expanded Clay Anchor Bolt Test) or ESABT (Expanded Slate Anchor Bolt Test)
The aggregates were assumed to be in saturated surface dry (SSD) condition for the mix design process.
The aggregates were soaked in water for 72 hours as per ASTM C127 [4] or ASTM C128 [5] and drained
for 24 hours by laying them over screens. The aggregates were prewetted to reduce shrinkage cracking
and improve the aggregate-cement bond. Paper towels were used to remove excess moisture from the
surface of the coarse aggregates. The fines were difficult to be brought to SSD condition with the use of
paper towels or a heat gun, so free water content for a sample of fine aggregates was calculated for every
mix, which would be deducted from the total water that was deemed needed for every mix. The mix
proportions by volume (based on the bulk weight of cement) for both the mixes were 1:2.25:1 (cement :
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fines : coarse). The resulting mix designs complied with the strength requirements of ASTM C476 4.2.1.2
and had a slump in between 20 cm (8 in.) to 23 cm (9 in.).

5.2 Test Specimens and Grout Prisms
5.2.1 Anchor Bolt Test Specimens and Grout Prisms
Twenty-four wall panels of 60 cm X 60 cm (24 in. X 24 in.) dimensions were constructed with the help of
a mason, as shown in Figure 5-1(a). Twelve specimens were used for anchor bolt tensile strength tests and
the other set of twelve were designated for anchor bolt shear strength tests. Six specimens from each set
were grouted with EC grout and the other six were grouted with ES grout. 24 mm (15/16 in.) holes were
drilled in each specimen for placement of the 20 mm (3/4 in.) anchor bolts. For the tensile strength
specimens, the holes were drilled at the geometrical center of the face of the wall panel, and for the shear
strength specimens, the holes were drilled at 82.6 mm (3.25 in.) from the top of the wall and in a
vertically symmetrical position. The embedment depth of the anchor bolt was taken as 79.4 mm (3.125
in.). The combination of embedment length and bar diameter for the tensile strength specimens was
chosen to force tensile masonry breakout failure by ensuring that the nominal tensile capacity given by
the breakout equation (TMS 402-16 [6] equation 9-3) was significantly less than the nominal tensile
capacities given by steel tensile yielding and anchor pullout. Similarly, the combination of embedment
length, anchor bolt edge distance and bar diameter for the tensile strength specimens was chosen to force
shear masonry breakout failure by ensuring that the nominal shear capacity given by the breakout

(b)
(a)
Figure 5-1: Anchor Bolt Test Specimens and Compression Test Specimen Formwork (a) Anchor Bolt
Test Specimen Formwork (b) Compression Test Specimen Formwork
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equation (TMS 402-16 equation 9-6) was significantly less than the nominal shear capacities given by
masonry crushing, anchor shear pry out and steel shear yielding. After the specimens were grouted,
ASTM C1019 [7] compression specimens were cast with each batch as shown in Figure 5-1 (b).
The units were lined with paper towels to realistically mimic the absorption of water by the blocks. The
specimens were grouted in twelve different batches (two specimens per batch) due to the capacity limit of
the mixer. The as-built compressive strengths and slump of the batches are tabulated in Table 5-1. Note
some of the tests occurred significantly after 28 days of curing, but Table 5-1 reflects the strengths for
each specimen at the time of testing.
Table 5-1: As Built Compressive Strength and Slump

Modu
lus of
Ruptu
re
Test

Type

Expanded Slate Expanded Clay Expanded Slate Expanded Clay

Anchor Bolt Shear Test

Anchor Bolt Tensile Test

Test

Expanded
Clay

Specimen
name
ECABT1-1
ECABT1-2
ECABT3-1
ECABT3-2
ECABT5-1
ESABT1-1
ESABT1-2
ESABT3-1
ESABT5-1
ESABT5-2
ECABT2-2
ECABT4-1
ECABT4-2
ECABT6-1
ECABT6-2
ESABT2-1
ESABT2-2
ESABT4-1
ESABT4-2
ESABT6-1
ESABT6-2

As built compressive
strength, MPa (psi) (fg)
24.4 (3540)
19.8 (2870)
23.3 (3380)
25.5 (3700)
24.7 (3580)
40.9 (5930)
30.3 (4390)
26.0 (3770)
35.6 (5160)
31.4 (4550)
26.6 (3860)
21.4 (3100)
22.8 (3300)
22.1 (3200)
20.0 (2900)
44.8 (6500)
36.5 (5290)
44.8 (6500)
45.0 (6520)
42.1 (6100)
40.7 (5900)

Slump,
mm (in.)
210 (8.25)
210 (8.25)
210 (8.25)
210 (8.25)
216 (8.50)
203 (8.00)
203 (8.00)
229 (9.00)
203 (8.00)
203 (8.00)
203 (8.00)
210 (8.25)
210 (8.25)
229 (9.00)
229 (9.00)
203 (8.00)
203 (8.00)
216 (8.50)
216 (8.50)
216 (8.50)
216 (8.50)

ECMRT

23.2 (3361)

216 (8.50)
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Expanded
Slate

ESMRT

35.2 (5106)

203 (8.00)

5.2.2 Modulus of Rupture Test Specimens and Grout Prisms
Seven modulus of rupture specimens for both EC and ES specimens of 3 in. to 3.5 in. X 3.75 in. to 4 in. X
15.25 in. each (complying with the aspect ratio as per ASTM E518) were made. The dimension selected
and the size of the aggregates used were in compliance with the requirements of ACI 318-19 26.4.2.1 [8].
In order to isolate the characteristics of the LW grout and reduce specimen size, grout prisms were
constructed instead of the stack-bonded prisms as specified in ASTM E518 [9]. Formwork for modulus of
rupture specimens can be seen in Figure 5-2. Thin pieces of foams cut to the length and width of the
specimens to be prepared were covered by plastic and placed on the ground and CMU blocks were placed
as shown in the figure. The inner surfaces were lined with paper towels to realistically mimic the
absorption of water by the blocks. Grouting for modulus of rupture prisms was carried out along with the
anchor bolt specimen grouting. EC grout prisms were built Grout prisms were also constructed for the

Figure 5-2: Formwork for Modulus of Rupture Test Specimens
compressive strength test. The 28-day compressive strength of EC grout was 23.2 MPa (3.4 ksi) and that
of ES grout was 35.2 MPa (5.1 ksi).
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5.3 Experimental Setup and Procedure
5.3.1 Anchor Bolt Test
4.3.1.1 Anchor Bolt Tensile Test
The test setups were designed as per ASTM E488 [10]. The anchor bolt tensile test setup is shown in
Figure 5-3.

(b)
(a)
Figure 5-3: Anchor Bolt Pull-out Test Setup (a) Real Setup (b) Setup in SketchUp
For the anchor bolt tensile tests, the wall panels were laid down horizontally on the back face and any
surface irregularities caused by mortar joints were filed down to form a level surface. On the top face of
the wall specimen, neoprene strips were arranged around the anchor bolt to form a square window,
ensuring the clearance between the strips and the bolt was in compliance with ASTM E488. These strips
were then compressed to the wall by a wooden frame (3 in Figure 5-3(b)) support which was designed to
provide adequate support just outside the expected break out cone and to prevent global flexural failure of
the panel. The steel loading plate (4 in Figure 5-3(b)) was placed over the anchor bolt and tightened down
with a nut. The reaction support beam and columns (painted orange in Figure 5-3(a)) were then carefully
seated on the wooden frame, with neoprene strips (2 in Figure 5-3(b)). The loading rod (6 in Figure 53(b)) was threaded through the setup and the hollow core hydraulic actuator (7 in Figure 5-3(b)). This rod
was secured with a nut at the bottom and a steel plate was attached at the top which was tightened down
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with a nut. Displacements were recorded through four linear potentiometers, out of which two were used
to record the movement of the anchor with respect to the wooden frame and the other two were employed
to record the movement of the wooden frame with respect to the wall specimen. The force in the
hydraulic actuator was determined using a digital pressure gauge and the signals from the pressure gauge
and linear potentiometers were recorded using a data acquisition system (NI-DAQ).
4.3.1.2 Anchor Bolt Shear Test
The anchor bolt tensile test setup is shown in Figure 5-4.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5-4: Anchor Bolt Shear Test Setup (a) Real Setup (b) Setup in SketchUp
For the anchor bolt shear test, reaction frame (part 1 in Figure 5-4(b)) consisting of the columns and a
beam joining the columns was firstly fixed to the strong floor. The wall was then placed symmetrically on
the strong floor in an upright orientation. The steel plate (part 2 in Figure 5-4(b)) was then attached to the
anchor coming out of the wall. The wooden frames (part 3 in Figure 5-4(b)) shimmed tight to the reaction
frame were used to support the masonry panel and avoid flexural failure but avoid interference with the
anchor bolt shear loading. The transfer mechanism (part 4) was then attached to the steel plate (part 2 in
Figure 5-4(b)). A rod (part 8 in Figure 5-4(b)) was then passed through the transfer mechanism which was
inserted from the top through the steel plate (part 7 in Figure 5-4(b)), the hydraulic (part 6 in Figure 5-
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4(b)), another steel plate (part 5 in Figure 5-4(b)) stacked one over another and was tightened with nuts on
both the ends. Verticality of the rod connecting part 2 to the transfer mechanism (assembly 4 in Figure 54(b)) was highly prioritized to ensure that there was minimal out of plane loading. Two steel plates (part 9
in Figure 5-4(b)) were placed over the wall such that the distance of the inner edge complied with the
minimum clearance requirement from the anchor shear loading to the test support as per ASTM E488.
The HSS sections (part 10 in Figure 5-4(b)) were then placed over the steel plates and the rods (part 11 in
Figure 5-4(b)) were used to hold the HSS sections down. Angle sections (part 12 in Figure 5-4(b)) were
placed on the sides to avoid lateral movement. A linear potentiometer was used to measure the
displacement of the anchor bolt. A digital pressure gauge was used to determine the force in the hydraulic
actuator and the signals from the pressure gauge and linear potentiometers were recorded using a data
acquisition system (NI-DAQ).

5.3.2 Modulus of Rupture Test
The test setup (Figure 5-5) complied with the requirements of ASTM E518. Third point loading method
was used for this test. An I-section (part 1) was placed over the strong floor and bolted to it. Two
cylindrical rods (part 2) were welded to the I-section such the distance between the rollers complied with
ASTM E518. Force was applied using a hydraulic actuator. A thick plate (part 5) was bolted to the head

Figure 5-5: Anchor Bolt Shear Test Setup
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of the actuator (part 6) for the uniform application of load. Another I-section (part 4) which had two
cylindrical rods (part 3) welded to it was attached to the plate (part 5) with the help of bolts. The
cylindrical rods (part 3) were welded to the I-section (part 4) such the distance between them was 1/3 rd of
the distance between the cylindrical rods (part 2) attached to the I-section at the base (part 1).
The test specimens were cut on all the sides to make them levelled. Dimensions and weights of all the test
specimens were measured and noted down. Neoprene strips were placed in between the specimen and the
roller support. Load was applied in a uniform rate such that the total load was applied in between 1 min to
3 mins. The maximum load was recorded using MTS Data Acquisition System (DAQ).

5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Anchor Bolt Tensile Test Results
Masonry tensile breakout failure was observed for all the specimens as shown in Figure 5-6.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5-6: Typical Failure Pattern for Anchor Bolt Tensile Test (a) Radial Cracks ECABT5-1
(b) Breakout and Splitting Along the Mortar (c) Radial Cracks in ESABT3-1 (d) Breakout
Cone with the Anchor Bolt
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Radial cracks were observed to have emanated from the anchor bolt which went along the mortar joints
till they reached the edge of the specimen. For the first few specimens, the pressure in the hydraulic
actuator was released right after the specimen failed. For other specimens, the pressure was applied even
after failure, until the anchor lifted up with a portion of grout attached. No flexural cracks were observed
in the specimens, and no pull out or yielding of the bars were observed.
Figure 5-7 shows the force vs displacement curve for all the specimens. The curves for each type of
aggregates look very similar to each other. It is evident from the graph that the ES specimens had higher
stiffness than the EC specimens.

Figure 5-7: Force (N) vs Displacement (mm) Curve for Anchor Bolt Tensile Test
Unit strength method [6] was used to determine the compressive strength of masonry, f’ m and to predict
the values for nominal masonry tensile break out strength, nominal anchor pull out strength, and nominal
anchor yield strength, using TMS 402-16 equations, 9-3, 9-4, and 9-5 respectively. Among these values,
as expected, nominal masonry tensile breakout strength was found to be the lowest and hence these values
were compared to the tested tensile strength as shown in the Table 5-2.
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Table 5-2: Tested and Predicted Tensile Strengths

Specimen
Names

ECABT1-1
ECABT1-2
ECABT3-1
ECABT3-2
ECABT5-1
average
cov (%)
ESABT1-1
ESABT1-2
ESABT3-1
ESABT5-1
ESABT5-2
average
cov (%)

Tested
Axial
Tensile
Strength,
Ft_tested
kN (lb)
29.9
(6730)
31.5
(7090)
29.2
(6560)
29.6
(6650)
31.7
(7120)
30.4
(6830)
3.4
52.9
(11900)
55.6
(12500)
44.0
(9900)
53.8
(12100)
47.6
(10700)
50.8
(11420)
8.5

Predicted
Anchor Yield
Strength,
kN (lb)

Predicted Anchor
Pull Out
Strength, kN (lb)

70.7
(15896)
70.7
(15896)
70.7
(15896)
70.7
(15896)
70.7
(15896)
70.7
(15896)

55.7
(12515)
55.7
(12515)
55.7
(12515)
55.7
(12515)
55.7
(12515)
55.7
(12515)

Predicted
Masonry
Breakout
Strength,
Ft_predicted_f’m
kN (lb)
26.0
(5840)
26.0
(5840)
26.0
(5840)
26.0
(5840)
26.0
(5840)
26.0
(5840)

70.7
(15896)
70.7
(15896)
70.7
(15896)
70.7
(15896)
70.7
(15896)
70.7
(15896)

55.7
(12515)
55.7
(12515)
55.7
(12515)
55.7
(12515)
55.7
(12515)
55.7
(12515)

26.0
(5840)
26.0
(5840)
26.0
(5840)
26.0
(5840)
26.0
(5840)
26.0
(5840)

Ft_tested /
Ft_predicted_f’m

1.15
1.21
1.12
1.14
1.22
1.17
3.4
2.04
2.14
1.70
2.07
1.83
1.96
8.5
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The results of the anchor bolt tensile tests were compared to the dataset from McGinley [11] for tensile
tests of anchor bolts in concrete masonry assemblies with NW grout as shown in the graph (Figure 5-8).

Figure 5-8: Ftested/Fpredicted vs Anchor Bolt Diameter (in) for Anchor Bolt Tensile Test
For the NW grout dataset, all the bolts in Phase III and all the bolts larger than 16 mm in Phase II failed in
masonry though the predicted failure mode was bolt yielding for the specimens with diameter less than 19
mm. It was also observed that the ratios of tested to predicted load at failure were less than 1.0 for bar
diameters greater than or equal to 16 mm (5/8 in.). and the ratio reduced as bar diameter increased. This
observation that the TMS 402 code equations 9-3, 9-4 and 9-5 overestimated the tension capacities of the
larger bolt diameters suggested that a modification to the equations may be merited for large bar
diameters [11]. The average ratios of tested tensile strength to the predicted tensile strength (using f’ m)
were found to be 1.17 for the EC specimens from this study, 1.96 for the ES specimens from this study
and 0.75 for NW specimens from [11] with 19 mm anchor bolts. The variation was found to be the largest
in NW specimens with 11.95% cov (average of Phase II and III), followed by ES specimens with 8.58%
cov and EC specimens with 3.38% cov.
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Nominal masonry tensile breakout strengths were also predicted by replacing f’ m by fg (Ft_predicted_fg) in the
TMS 402-16 equation 9-3 as the grout dominated the failure and this would likely produce more accurate
predictions than the unit strength method. The tested axial tensile strengths were 3% to 11% less than the
modified predicted strengths using fg. The lower tested strength compared to the predicted strength using
fg is consistent with the observations of [11] for anchor bolt diameters greater than or equal to 16 mm (5/8
in.).
The average ratios of tested tensile strength to the predicted tensile strength (using f g) were found to be
1.0 for the EC specimens and 1.4 for the ES specimens. The ratios of tested tensile strength to the
predicted tensile strengths (using fg) for both EC grout and ES grout were found to be closer to the ratios
of tested tensile strength to the predicted tensile strengths for NW grout than the ratios of tested tensile
strength to the predicted tensile strengths (using f’m).
The difference between the tested axial tensile strength and predicted axial tensile strengths for EC
specimens were, however, found to be much lower than that for the ES specimens suggesting that
something other than the difference in the compressive strengths was the root cause of substantially
higher masonry breakout capacity for the ES specimens.

5.4.2 Anchor Bolt Shear Test Results
Twelve specimens were tested, and masonry shear breakout failure was observed for all but one specimen
which was considered to be an outlier and hence not included in the discussion of results.
The failure for all the remaining eleven specimens were similar, exhibiting diagonal cracking emerging
from the bolt. To confirm that the vertical cracks that were observed occurred after the shear breakout
failure, the pressure was released from the hydraulic actuators after the diagonal cracks appeared and as
soon as the force began to drop after hitting a maximum value. Under these conditions, flexural cracks
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(b)
(a)
Figure 5-9: Typical Failure Pattern for Anchor Bolt Tensile Test (a) Diagonal Crack
along with Vertical Crack (b) Diagonal Cracks Emanating from the Center
were not observed (as shown in Figure 5-9 (b)), hence, this validated the assertion of the failure being
shear breakout.
Force vs Displacement relationship for the shear test can be seen in Figure 5-10 (a). Except for the curves
for ESABT4-1 and ESABT6-1, all the other curves seem to follow a similar path. As seen in Figure 5-10
(b), a close scrutiny of the crack progression revealed that the first drop represented the occurrence of the
diagonal cracks, and the second drop represented the occurrence of the vertical cracks under sustained
loading.

Figure 5-10: Force (N) vs Displacement (mm) Curve for Anchor Bolt Shear Tests (a) Force (N) vs
Displacement (mm) Curves for All Specimens (b) Force (N) vs Displacement (mm) Curves for ECABT4-1
with Crack Progression
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The compressive strength of masonry determined using unit strength method, f’ m was also used to predict
the values for nominal masonry shear breakout strength, nominal masonry crushing strength, nominal
anchor shear pryout strength and nominal steel shear yielding strength, using TMS 402-16 equations, 9-6,
9-7, 9-8 and 9-9 respectively. Among these values, as expected, nominal masonry shear breakout strength
was found to be the lowest and hence these values were compared to the tested tensile strength as shown
in the Table 5-3.
Table 5-3: Tested and Predicted Shear Strengths

Specimen
Names

ECABT2-2
ECABT4-1
ECABT4-2
ECABT6-1
ECABT6-2
average
cov (%)
ESABT2-1
ESABT2-2
ESABT4-1
ESABT4-1
ESABT6-2
ESABT6-2

Tested
Shear
Strength,
Fv_tested,
kN (lb)
17.4
(3916)
12.1
(2728)
11.6
(2617)
10.0
(2250)
11.8
(2649)
12.6
(2832)
22.4
18.5
(4170)
19.7
(4424)
19.0
(4269)
18.6
(4180)
21.9
(4932)
19.3

Masonry
Crushing
Strength,
kN (lb)

Anchor
Shear
Pryout
Strength,
kN (lb)

Steel Shear
Yielding
Strength kN
(lb)

74.3
(16705)
74.3
(16705)
74.3
(16705)
74.3
(16705)
74.3
(16705)
74.3
(16705)

52.0
(11685)
52.0
(11685)
52.0
(11685)
52.0
(11685)
52.0
(11685)
52.0
(11685)

32.1
(7214)
32.1
(7214)
32.1
(7214)
32.1
(7214)
32.1
(7214)
32.1
(7214)

Masonry
Shear
Breakout
Strength,
Fv_predicted_f’m,
kN (lb)
14.1
(3160)
14.1
(3160)
14.1
(3160)
14.1
(3160)
14.1
(3160)
14.1
(3160)

Fv_tested /
Fv_predicted_f’m

1.23
0.86
0.82
0.71
0.84
0.89
22.4

74.3
(16705)
74.3
(16705)
74.3
(16705)
74.3
(16705)
74.3
(16705)
74.3

52.0
(11685)
52.0
(11685)
52.0
(11685)
52.0
(11685)
52.0
(11685)
52.0
39

32.1
(7214)
32.1
(7214)
32.1
(7214)
32.1
(7214)
32.1
(7214)
32.1

14.1
(3160)
14.1
(3160)
14.1
(3160)
14.1
(3160)
14.1
(3160)
14.1

1.31
1.40
1.35
1.32
1.55
1.39

average
cov (%)

(4344)
15.6
(4387)
6.5

(16705)
19.5
(16705)

(11685)
74.3
(11685)

(7214)
52.0
(7214)

(3160)
32.1
(3160)

1.39
6.5

Similar to the anchor bolt tensile test, the results of the anchor bolt shear tests were also compared to the
dataset from McGinley [11] for shear tests of anchor bolts in masonry assemblies with NW grout as
shown in the Figure 5-11.

Figure 5-11: Ftested/Fpredicted vs Anchor Bolt Diameter (mm) for Anchor Bolt Shear Test
Like the anchor bolt tension tests, the anchor bolt shear tests in the LW specimens performed similarly or
better than the NW dataset of McGinley [11]. The average ratios of tested shear strength to the predicted
shear strength (using f’m) were found to be 0.89 for the EC specimens of this study, 1.39 for ES
specimens of this study and 0.75 for NW specimens of [11]. The variation was found to be the largest in
EC specimens with 22.4% cov, followed by NW specimens with 9.41% cov for 19 mm anchor bolts
(average of Phase II and III) and ES specimens with 6.5% cov. The average ratios of tested shear strength
to the predicted shear strength (using fg) were found to be 0.74 for EC specimens and 0.85 for the ES
specimens of this study which were closer. The ratios of tested tensile strength to the predicted tensile
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strengths (using fg) for both EC grout and ES grout were found to be closer to the ratios of tested tensile
strength to the predicted tensile strengths for NW grout than the ratios of tested tensile strength to the
predicted tensile strengths (using f’m).

5.4.3 Modulus of Rupture Test Results

(b)
(a)
Figure 5-12: Typical Failure during Modulus of Rupture Test (a) Failure in EC Specimens (b) Failure
in ES Specimens
The failure occurred around the middle third for all the specimens tested as shown in Figure 5-12.
The modulus of rupture for all the specimens were calculated using equation 1 from ASTM E518 to get
tested modulus of rupture values (fr_tested). Since the grout prisms were tested for this experiment instead
of the masonry assemblies complying with ASTM E518 requirements, predicted modulus of rupture was
determined using ACI 318 [8] equation (9-10),
where f’c was replaced by fg
Table 5-4: Tested and Predicted Modulus of Rupture
Specimen
Names
ECMRT1
ECMRT2

Tested Modulus of
Rupture, fr_tested, MPa (psi)

Predicted Modulus of
Rupture, fr_predicted, MPa (psi)

4226
(613)
4047
(587)

2999
(435)
2999
(435)
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fr_tested/fr
_predicted

1.41
1.35

ECMRT3
ECMRT4
ECMRT5
ECMRT6
ECMRT7
average
cov (%)
ESMRT1-1
ESMRT1-2
ESMRT1-1
ESMRT1-1
ESMRT1-2
average
cov (%)

3840
(557)
4619
(670)
4516
(655)
4089
(593)
4364
(633)
4247
(616)
11.3
5654
(820)
7598
(1102)
6750
(979)
4447
(645)
3047
(442)
5495
(797)
58.6

2999
(435)
2999
(435)
2999
(435)
2999
(435)
2999
(435)
2999
(435)
3696
(536)
3696
(536)
3696
(536)
3696
(536)
3696
(536)
3696
(536)

1.28
1.54
1.51
1.36
1.46
1.41

1.53
2.06
1.83
1.20
0.82
1.49

To ensure that the relative tensile to compressive strength of the expanded slate grout were higher
compared to the expanded clay grout, additional modulus of rupture testing (ASTM E518) with small
beams was conducted using the same grout mix designs as used in the anchor bolt testing. Literature data
from LW concrete [12], LW grout [13], and our test data of the EC and ES grouts are collated to plot the
graphs in Figure 5-13 (a) and Figure 5-13 (b). For the modulus of rupture (fr) vs. compressive strength (f’c
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or fg) graph as shown in Figure 5-13 (a), a trend line for the lightweight concrete data has been drawn to
visualize how far the modulus of rupture values for grout are from the trend line.
The modulus of rupture values for the EC specimens seem much closer to the trend line in comparison to

(b)

(a)

Figure 5-13: Comparison of Modulus of Rupture Test Data with Literature (a) fr vs f’c or fg
graph (b) fr/√f’c or fr/√fg vs unit weight graph
that for the ES specimens. This corroborates the higher deviation and spread of actual axial tensile
strengths of the expanded slate specimens with respect to their predictive axial tensile strength. In
addition, the mean of the fr value vs. compressive strength of the ES specimens is higher than the EC
specimens, which is in agreement with the larger difference between the actual and predicted axial tensile
strengths for the expanded slate specimens. Test data suggest a correlation between the aggregate type
and the relative strength of the mix in tension with the ES exhibiting higher strength than EC. This is in
line with some studies in the LW concrete [14-15], though some studies have found very similar ratios of
tensile strength to compressive strength [16]. Finally, the fr/ √f’c or fr/√f’g vs unit weight (of concrete or
grout respectively) graph has been presented in Figure 5-13 (b) to maintain that the modulus of rupture
values for the expanded slate specimens are still consistent with other data found in the literature for LW
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concrete, despite its wider spread and somewhat dissenting behavior from the data that could be obtained
from the literature for fr vs f’c or fg (Figure 5-13 (a)).

5.5 Conclusions
This experimental research was designed to determine the performance of anchor bolts under
tension and shear in CMU assemblies grouted with two types of LW grout and compare the
results with tests on NW specimens in the literature. The results of this study showed that the
TMS 402-16 equations 9-3 to 9-5 and equations 9-6 to 9-9 correctly predicted masonry tensile
breakout failure and masonry shear breakout failure respectively for the LW specimens.
The TMS 402-16 equations 9-3 to 9-5 provided conservative estimates for axial tensile strength
of the anchor bolt using f’m determined from the unit strength method. The results of the axial
tensile strength tests seem to suggest a significantly higher tensile capacity as compared to
compression capacity for the ES grout, which was consistent with the results of MOR tests. In
comparing the ratios of tested tensile strength to predicted tensile strength using f g in place of f’m
these ratios were slightly less than 1.0 but within range of test results for NW specimens [11]
with large anchor bolt diameters. The similarity in performance of the LW and NW specimens
indicate a reduction factor for anchor bolts in masonry constructed with LW grout may not be
needed for TMS 402-16 equation 9-3. However, additional testing with varying anchor bolt
diameters is needed to confirm these findings, as they go against the rationale of ACI 318, which
currently requires a reduction factor for tensile strength of anchor bolts in LW concrete (ACI 318
section 8.6.1).
The predictions from TMS 402-16 equations 9-6 to 9-9 for the shear strength of the anchor bolts
in masonry constructed with LW grout yielded tested to predicted capacity ratios less than 1.0,
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regardless of rather f’m from unit strength method, or fg was substituted in the equations.
However, it is difficult to determine if these lower ratios were caused by the apparent nonconservatism of TMS 402-16 equations for large diameter bars which was also observed by
McGinely [11], or due to the LW aggregate. The tested to predicted capacity was 0.74 for the EC
specimens, 0.85 for ES specimens, and 0.75 for McGinely’s NW specimens using the same bar
diameter (19 mm). Future testing should include additional shear testing of anchor bolts with
smaller bar diameters (16 mm or less) to determine rather the shear behavior remains consistent
with the performance of NW specimens and no reduction factor is required for design of anchor
bolts in shear for masonry assemblies with LW grout.
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CHAPTER 6 : DIAGONAL TENSILE STRENGTH TEST AND
LAP SPLICE TEST
Diagonal tensile strength tests were conducted on nine wall panels: three wall panels grouted with Expanded
Clay (EC) grout, three wall panels grouted with Expanded Slate (ES) grout, and three wall panels grouted
with Normal weight (NW) grout. NW specimens were tested as there was a lack of literature data for NW
masonry that could be directly compared to the LW test specimens. Lap splice tests were conducted on
twelve wall panels: half were grouted with EC grout and half were grouted with ES grout. There have been
numerous lap splice tests in the literature on specimens grouted with NW grout using the identical/the same
test setup to this experiment [1, 2, 3] which were leveraged to compare against the performance of the lap
splice tests in this study.

6.1 Material Properties and Mix Design
6.1.1 Material Properties
The details of the aggregates used are already discussed in Chapter 3.
Prior to batching the grout, the aggregates were soaked in water over plastic sheets bounded by CMU blocks
for 72 hours [4, 5] and drained by poking small holes at around half the periphery of the plastic sheets and
letting them drain for 24 hours as per the discussion with the aggregate manufacturer. Care was taken to
make sure the aggregates were not too dry. If added dry, the higher porosity of LWAs can lead to absorption
of water from the mix before the setting of cement resulting in loss of workability as well as the reduction
in the effective water to cement ratio.
Argos Portland cement I/II was used as the binding agent. Type S masonry cement mortar was used to
assemble the CMU blocks in the walls. 203 mm (8-inch) CMU blocks were used for the wall specimen
construction. The net unit strength per ASTM C140 [6] was 30 MPa (4399 psi) . #16 (No. 5) and #22 (No.
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7) reinforcing bars with a yield strength of 420 MPa (Grade 60) bars were used for lap splice specimens.
Diagonal tensile strength specimens were unreinforced.

6.1.2 Mix Design
The resulting strength of the mix design complied with ASTM C476 [7] and the slump for all the batches
ranged from 8.25 inches to 10 inches which are in compliance with ASTM C476. The volume proportions
are 1:1.77:0.79 (cement: fine aggregate: coarse aggregate) for both the Expanded Clay (EC) and Expanded
Slate (ES) mixes. Note that the volume proportions were calculated using bulk density of cement of 1505
kg/m3 (96 lb/ft3), and the measured SSD densities of the aggregates.

6.1.3 Masonry Prisms and Grout Prisms
The compressive strengths of masonry prisms (f’mt) tested as per ASTM C1314 [8] and compressive
strengths of grout prisms tested as per ASTM C1019 [9] for diagonal tensile strength test and lap splice test
are tabulated in Table 6-1.
Table 6-1: Compressive Strengths of Masonry Prisms and Grout Prisms
Aggreg
ate type
EC
ES
NW

Diagonal Tensile Strength Test
f'm (MPa,
CV (%) fg (MPa, psi) CV (%)
psi)
26.7 (3.87)
3.10
22.1 (3.2)
10.7
24.6 (3.56)
5.80
38.0 (5.51)
3.62
29.2 (4.24)
4.60
28.1 (4.08)
0.30

6.2 Test Specimens
All specimens were constructed with the help of a mason.
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f'm (MPa,
psi)
23.3 (3.38)
23.4 (3.4)

Lap Splice Test
CV
fg (MPa, psi)
(%)
4.10
32.1 (4.66)
1.70
25.0 (3.63)

CV
(%)
7.10
7.00

Figure 6-1: Lap splice and diagonal tensile strength test specimens

6.2.1 Diagonal Tensile Test Specimens
Nine wall panels of 122 cm X 122 cm (48 in X 48 in) (compliant with ASTM E519 [10]) as shown in Figure
6-2 were constructed for the diagonal tensile strength test.

Figure 6-2: Diagonal Tensile Test Specimen
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Each set of three was filled separately with EC grout, ES grout and NW grout. Tilting drum mixer was used
for the grout mixing process. For the NW grout mixes, commercially available grout mix was used, but
water content was adjusted to achieve approximately the same slump as the lightweight grout mixes.
For the LW grout mixes, the soaking and draining times were consistent for all batches of aggregates, but
the moisture content of the aggregates varied and was not a true SSD condition. Therefore, each batch had
to have slightly different water content than calculated per SSD conditions to achieve the target slump of
203-279 mm (8-11 inches).
The grout was poured in single lift and was consolidated using 19 mm (3/4 in) diameter vibrator. Ten
minutes later, the walls were reconsolidated and then topped off with any additional grout needed. Three
grout prims and three masonry prisms for each grout type (separately for lap splice test specimens and
diagonal tensile test specimens) were constructed in compliance with ASTM C1019 [9] and ASTM C1314
[8] respectively. Three grout prims and three masonry prisms for each grout type (separately for lap splice
test specimens and diagonal tensile test specimens) were constructed.

6.2.2 Lap Splice Specimens
The lap splice test specimens can be divided into two sets: a set of six panels of dimension 100 cm X 80
cm (40 in X 32 in) (#16 (No.5) bars with a 76 cm (30 in) lap splice and 90 mm (3.5 in) clear cover) and
another set of six panels of dimension 100 cm X 140 cm (40 in X 56 in) (#22 (No.7) bars with a 137 cm
(54 in) lap splice and 86 mm (3.375 in) clear cover) as shown in Figure 6-3.
All the panels were constructed over a layer of CMU blocks covered in thick paper. This provided room
for the reinforcement that would be protruding from the bottom in lap splice specimens, and the supporting
CMUs were topped with three layers of thick paper for the ease of removal of the panels from the layer.
For the lap splice wall panels, lap length of 76 cm (30 in) for the panels with #16 (No. 5) bars and lap length
of 137 cm (54 in) for the panels with #22(No. 7) bars were chosen. Two reinforcing bars were tied together
using steel reinforcing bar ties to create the desired lap. The reinforcing bars were placed in the second and
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fifth cells such that the intersection of the bars lied at the geometric center of the voids. The reinforcing
bars were placed such that both the bars protruding from the bottom were either on the inside or both on
the outside for the same reason of moment reduction (Figure 6-3).

(c)

(a)

(b)

Figure 6-3: Lap Splice Test Specimens (a) Panels with #16 Bars (Front View) (b) Panels with #22
Bars (Front View) (c) Formwork for Lap Splice Test
Holes were drilled in the paper layer to keep the bars protruding from the bottom in place and the bars
protruding from the top were tied in a wooden frame attached to the wall panels. Half of each specimen set
was filled with EC grout and the other half was filled with ES grout. Grout batching and mixing was
conducted consistently with the procedure for the diagonal tensile test specimens The grout was poured in
single lift and the grout was consolidated using 19 mm (3/4 in) diameter vibrator. Ten minutes later, the
panels were reconsolidated and then topped off with any additional grout needed. Three grout prisms and
three masonry prisms for each grout type were constructed.
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6.3 Experimental Setup and Procedure
The tests were performed at the National Concrete Masonry Association (NCMA) research laboratory and
utilized an ASTM E519 compliant test frame and lap splice test frame consistent with previous studies on
lap splices in NW grout [1,2,3].

6.3.1 Diagonal Tensile Test
The test setup for the diagonal tensile test is shown in Figure 6-4.

Figure 6-4: Diagonal Tensile Strength Test Specimens
The test frame was laid horizontally on the floor. The loading shoe on one end was placed in line with a
load cell and hydraulic actuator, while the loading shoe on the other side was directly rested alongside the
frame. The panel was supported on steel pipes. The ASTM E519 standard prescribes seating the specimen
in a bed of gypsum capping material and letting the caps to age for at least 2 hours before testing. To save
time, neoprene strips were placed between the panel and the loading shoe, and it was verified that no
crushing failure was observed near the loading shoes. Two string pots were used to measure shortening of
the diagonal parallel to the loading and lengthening of the diagonal perpendicular to the loading as shown
in Figure 6-4. The gauge length measurements were taken for every test. DAQ system was set up to record
the loads and displacements. The hydraulic cylinder was pressurized using manual pump. Videos were
taken during the test which were analyzed to figure out the primary path of failure and pictures of the failure
were taken after the test. The respective C1019 specimens and C1314 specimens were tested within 1 day
of wall testing.
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The first specimen that was tested tended to cross the capacity of the load cell, hence, relief cuts were
provided in all the specimens to lower failure load in the panels. The relief cuts of depths ranging from 1.75
in. to 2.5 in. were made with a circular saw on both the sides of wall panels, and these spanned along the
diagonal in the loading axis, cutting through all the layers except for the top and the bottom layer.
Additionally, the relief cuts forced the occurrence of failure along the plane rather than the typical zigzag
stair-like failure.

6.3.2 Lap Splice Test
For the lap splice test, test setup was as shown in Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6. Type 2 transitional couplers
were attached to the bars from the panels and the screws were tightened to the torque requirement as per
the manufacturer specifications. The bars on one end were connected to the larger diameter bars passing
through the hydraulic rams and the bars on the other end were affixed with steel washers, spacers and nuts.
Two hydraulic pumps were used to supply pressure to the rams and monitored to achieve approximately
equal rate of loading on both the splices. All the panels were loaded at a rate of around 1.56 kN/s (350 lb/s)
until failure occurred.

Figure 6-5: Test Setup (Schematic)
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Figure 6-6: Lap Splice Test Setup (real)
Due to the first specimen with #22 (No. 7) bars having too high of capacity as compared to the hydraulic
actuators, the remaining test specimens with #22 (No. 7) bars were provided with relief cuts at both the top
and bottom ends, located right beside the outer bars such that the relief cuts at top and bottom aligned as
shown in the Figure 6-7. This changed the development length of the specimens with #22 (No.7) bars to 1
m (40 in).

Figure 6-7: Lap Splice Test Specimens Showing Relief Cuts

6.4 Experimental Results and Observations
6.4.1 Diagonal Tensile Test
5.4.1.1 Failure modes and test results
All diagonal tension test specimens exhibited a similar failure pattern as shown in Figure 6-8. All the
specimens broke along the relief cut and the difference was only in the paths followed in the corners
(starting from the point where the relief cut ended).
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(b)

(c)

(b) ASST2

(c) ASST4

(d)

(e)

(f)

(d) SSST1

(e) SSST2

(f) SSST3

(g)

(h)

(i)

(a)

Figure 6-6: Failure Patterns in Diagonal Tensile Strength Test (a) ASST1 (b) ASST2 (c) ASST4 (d)
SSST1 (e) SSST2 (f) SSST3 (g) NSST1 (h) NSST2 (i) NSST3
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The primary cracks (in red) followed either head joint, bed joint or in some cases, the area around it, then
the relief cut and again extending to bed joint, head joint or the area in the vicinity. All but ECDST1
exhibited secondary cracks (green).
Some of the pictures of the failures captured after the test can be seen in Figure 6-9.

(b)

(a)

Figure 6-7: Typical failure pattern for Diagonal Tensile Strength Tests (a) Primary and Secondary
Cracks after Failure (b) Section along the Split
Two failure loads for each diagonal tensile strength specimens were predicted based on: 1) average shear
area and 2) peak shear area as shown in Table 6-2. The average shear area was based on the depth of the
masonry excluding the total depth of the relief cut (taken as the sum of the relief cuts from each side) and
total diagonal length of the specimen. The peak area was calculated using an assumed critical section of the
depth of the masonry excluding the depth of the relief cut and length of the relief cut. For the sake of
comparison, all the strengths were converted to stress units: 1) Average strength, τ avg is calculated by
dividing tested load by the average area, Aavg and 2) Peak strength, τpeak, is calculated by dividing tested
load by the peak area, Apeak. The predicted strengths in stress units psi were determined by taking the
minimum of TMS 402-16 [11] equations 9.2.6.1(a) and 9.2.6.1(b) after dividing by A nv and substituting fg
for f’m as the strength of the specimens could be attributed to the grout due to the relief cuts, i.e. by taking
the minimum of: 0.32 𝑓 MPa ( 3.8 𝑓 psi) or, 2.07 MPa (300 psi).
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Table 6-2: Calculation of Average Strengths, Peak Strengths, and Nominal Strengths

Specimen

Depth of
Relief
Cut
(mm, in)

Grout
Strength
, fg
(MPa,
ksi)

Tested
Load
(kN, kip)

Average
Area,
Aavg
(cm2, in2)

Area at
Peak,
Apeak
(cm2,
in2)

Average
Strength,
τavg (Mpa,
psi)

Peak
Strength,
τpeak
(Mpa, psi)

Predicted
Strength,
τpredicted
(MPa,
psi)

NDST1

127 (5)

38 (5.51)

413
(92.8)

1148
(178)

574 (89)

3.59 (521)

7.18
(1042)

1.94 (282)

NDST2

127 (5)

38 (5.51)

360
(80.9)

1148
(178)

767
(119)

3.13 (454)

4.7 (681)

1.94 (282)

NDST3

121
(4.75)

38 (5.51)

384
(86.3)

1258
(195)

839
(130)

3.05 (442)

4.58 (664)

1.94 (282)

average

3.26 (472)

5.48 (795)

1.71 (247)

CV (%)

8.95

26.81

ECST1

88.9
(3.5)

22 (3.19)

380
(85.3)

1806
(280)

1206
(187)

2.1 (305)

3.15 (457)

1.48 (215)

ECST2

101.6 (4)

22 (3.19)

256
(57.6)

1587
(246)

1058
(164)

1.61 (234)

2.42 (351)

1.48 (215)

ECST4

69.85
(2.75)

22 (3.19)

346
(77.8)

2135
(331)

1426
(221)

1.62 (235)

2.43 (353)

1.48 (215)

average

1.78 (258)

2.67 (387)

1.63 (236)

CV (%)

15.73

15.73

ESST1

101.6 (4)

28.2
(4.08)

413
(93.0)

1587
(246)

1058
(164)

2.6 (378)

3.91 (567)

1.68 (243)

ESST2

101.6 (4)

28.2
(4.08)

372
(83.7)

1587
(246)

1058
(164)

2.35 (340)

3.52 (510)

1.68 (243)

ESST3

114.3
(4.5)

28.2
(4.08)

300
(67.5)

1368
(212)

910
(141)

2.19 (318)

3.29 (477)

1.68 (243)

average

2.38 (345)

3.57 (518)

1.56 (227)

CV (%)

8.75

8.75

The ratios of average strength to nominal strength and peak strength to nominal strength were calculated
for every specimen as shown in Table 6-3. The lambda factors in Table 6-3 were selected such that the
ratios τavg/ (λ*τnom) were approximately equivalent to that for the NW specimens. This would assure the
lambda factors were selected to achieve a similar conservatism for LW and NW specimens.
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Table 6-3: Calculation of Lambda Factors
Specimen

τavg/ τpredicted

τpeak/ τpredicted

λ

τavg/ (λ*τnom)

NDST1
NDST2
NDST3
average

1.85
1.61
1.57
1.68

3.7
2.42
2.36
2.83

1
1
1

1.85
1.61
1.57
1.68

CV (%)

8.95

26.78

ECST1

1.42

2.13

0.7

2.03

ECST2
ECST4
average

1.09
1.09
1.20

1.64
1.64
1.64

0.7
0.7

1.56
1.56
1.71

CV (%)

15.88

15.73

ESST1
ESST2
ESST3

1.55
1.40
1.30

2.33
2.1
1.96

average

1.42

2.13

1.67

CV (%)

8.88

8.77

8.88

8.95

15.88
0.85
0.85
0.85

1.82
1.65
1.53

The average ratio of average strength to nominal strength for EC specimens was found to be 1.20 which
was lower than that for the ES specimens with the ratio of 1.42, and NW specimens had the highest ratio
of 1.68. Similarly, the average ratio of peak strength to nominal strength also followed the similar trend.
The ratio for EC specimens was found to be 1.64 which was lower than that for ES specimens with the ratio
of 2.13, and NW specimens with the highest ratio of 3.21. The calculated lambda factors were 0.7 for the
EC specimens and 0.85 for the ES specimens.
In addition to the U.S. masonry code, characteristic shear strength of masonry was calculated as per
Eurocode-6 equation 3.5 [12],
but not greater than 0.065 fb or fvlt

Eurocode 6 Equation 3.5

Where, fvk = characteristic shear strength of masonry, fvko = characteristic initial shear strength under zero
compressive stress = 0.2 MPa (29 psi); fvlt = limit to the value of fvk ; σd = design compressive stress
perpendicular to the shear in the member at the level under consideration ; f b = normalized compressive
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strength of masonry units for the direction of application of the load on the test specimens being
perpendicular to the bed face
This value of characteristic shear strength of masonry was compared to the results of this study. Note the
Eurocode 6 equation assumes a sliding shear mechanism, and all specimens greatly exceed this shear
strength and failed in diagonal tension. The average ratios of average strength to characteristic strength and
average ratios of peak strength to characteristic strength followed the same trend as the average ratios of
average strength to nominal strength and the average ratios of peak strength to nominal strength from TMS
code, i.e., the ratios were lowest for the EC specimens and highest for the NW specimens.
5.4.1.2 Comparison to Splitting Tensile Behavior of LW Concrete
As the fully grouted masonry assembly is dominated by the behavior of the LW grout, data from literature
[13, 14] for LW concrete was examined to determine if the test data yielded consistent trends. Due to meager
sources of literature dealing with diagonal tensile strength of LW concrete, literature dealing with splitting
tensile strengths or LW concrete have been taken for the comparison. Despite the ineligibility of splitting
tensile strength as actual tensile strength measure, they have been found to be reliable as relative tensile
strength metric [13] and are useful to compare trends with this dataset. In the study by Hansen [13], the
ratio of tested tensile strength to predicted tensile strength was 0.67, 0.79 and 1.08 for EC, ES, and NW
specimens respectively. This is consistent with the trends for strength ratios found in this study. However,
in Sneed’s study [14], the strength ratios were all very similar: 0.91 for EC, 0.95 for ES and 0.90 for NW.
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5.4.1.3 Elastic modulus from shear stress strain response
Shear stress was calculated using the formula:

(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 6-8: Shear stress vs Shear strain curves (a) EC Specimens (b) ES Specimens (c) NW
Specimens
and shear strain was calculated using ASTM E519 Equation (3). Shear stress vs shear strain
responses were plotted for each specimen and a linear fit was applied to determine the shear modulus. The
adjusted R2 values to this best fit line ranged from 0.81 to 0.92 for the EC specimens and 0.72 to 0.89 for
the ES specimens.
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For the NW specimens, the adjusted R2 values were 0.88, 0.90, and 0.16. The last specimen was thought to
be due to a faulty wiring connection as the data was especially noisy compared to all other data collected.

Figure 6-9: Modulus of Elasticity (Em) vs Compressive Strength of Masonry
(f’m) or Grout (fg)
Modulus of elasticity was determined from

where, Em = modulus of elasticity, MPa (psi). Figure

6-11 shows the plot of modulus of elasticity (Em) vs compressive strength of masonry (f’m).
The plot aims to compare the data from the tests to the data from literature [11, 15, 16]. For the data from
TMS 402/602, the compressive strengths of masonry are determined by unit strength method. For the test
data and the data from Bane [15] and Rikli [16], the compressive strengths of masonry are based on the
strengths from masonry prism tests. The modulus of elasticity values from Bane’s tests were based on
ASTM C78 [17] whereas the modulus of elasticity values from Rikli’s tests were based on ASTM E111
[18]. For the dataset from this study, the modulus of elasticity for EC specimens seems to be consistent
with the values from literature. The modulus of elasticity of the ES and NW specimens seem anomalous,
when you consider a typical range for modulus of elasticity between 800 to 970 times the values of the
masonry compressive strength [19]. This is likely caused by a resolution issue when measuring the very
small shear strains.
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6.4.2 Lap Splice Test
5.4.2.1 Failure modes and test results
All the specimens were found to have longitudinal splitting failure. The cracks, firstly emanated from the
ends of the rods, radiating towards the middle, then leading to a sudden splitting. In some cases, though the
splitting occurred only on one side, cracks from the other ends were seen to progress towards the side where

(a)

(b)
Figure 6-10: Longitudinal splitting tensile failure (a) Splitting failure on one side and some
cracks radiating from the other side (b) Splitting failure on both the sides
the masonry shattered (Figure 6-12 (a)). The splitting occurred only at one side with the lap, except in
A7LST3, where both the sides with laps split at the same time which shattered the wall (Figure 6-12 (b)).
5.4.2.2 Regression analysis of historical data
As a substantial dataset [1] of lap splice tests in NW masonry assemblies could be found in the literature,
this dataset was used to directly compare the performance of the lap splices in masonry assemblies with
LW grout from this test program. Results of this comparison can be used to inform possible increase in the
minimum lap splice length for design of LW masonry. The maximum force required to fail the specimens
and the lap splice strengths predicted using NCMA 1999 Equation 1.
In the analysis performed in NCMA 1999, the parameters, development length (l r), bar diameter (db),
masonry strength (f’m), clear cover (ccl) had been taken considering the historical evidence supporting their
effect on the performance of lap splice. Several analyses had been done to gauge the contribution of each
of the parameters on the lap splice strength. The compressive strength of masonry prism had been chosen
over the compressive strength of unit or grout because of its historical basis in the determination of lap
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splice length and also because it accounts for the composite influence of grout strength and unit strength.
Clear cover had been chosen instead of the cover from the center of the reinforcement since the former
varies with the bar size, but the latter doesn’t. All the data that had been considered in the regression analysis
consisted of specimens that suffered longitudinal splitting as primary mode of failure, consistent with the
failures observed in this study.
Analysis similar to NCMA 1999 [1] was carried out. Data from lap splice tests of concrete masonry
specimens from the NCMA 1999 (NCMA I, NCMA II, NCMA III, NCMA IV), Thompson [2], and
Hammons et al [3] were taken and plotted along with the test data as presented in Figure 6-13.

Figure 6-11: Measured Capacity vs Predicted Capacity
Note that predicted capacity was calculated using NCMA 1999 Equation 1. The direct comparison of the
test data with the data from NCMA 1999 was deemed appropriate because of the similarity in the test
configuration and the occurrence of pure longitudinal splitting failure in all the test specimens. The dataset
from NW grout was filtered to observe the subsets closest to the LW grout dataset. In Figure 6-13, these
subsets are the same color as the parent dataset but use a different marker designation. The naming
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convention followed in the graphs and tables to compare properties of LW lap splice specimens to the NW
lap splice specimens is:
Type of aggregate-Bar size-Development length-Clear cover- Masonry strength
The root mean square error (RMSE) values of each dataset with respect to the Fpredicted were calculated. The
RMSE values of the test data for concrete specimens with LW grout from this test were higher than that of
the referenced dataset. One would expect a better fit of equation 3.2.2-1 from [1, 2, 3] to fit better to the
referenced dataset as it was used in its formulation. However, the dataset from this paper using LW grout
had 37% higher RMSE value than that for NW dataset, and a higher RMSE than any individual NW dataset.
The lap splice tests using #16 (No. 5) bars from this study were nearly identical to the NW subset shown in
Figure 6-13 except that the masonry strength varied slightly. The lap splice tests using #22 (No. 7) bars
from this study were closest to the NW subsets shown in Figure 6-13 but as close of match to the conditions
for these bars could not be obtained from the literature as was found for the specimens using #16 (No. 5)
bars. The mean of the tested lap splice capacities and predicted lap splice capacities per NCMA Equation
1 were summarized in Table 6-4.
Table 6-4: Summary of Tested Lap Splice Strengths and Predicted Lap Splice Strengths

Aggregate Type

Diameter,
db (mm, in)

Developme
nt Length,
ld (mm, in)

EC-16-762-89-23.3
ES-16-762-89-23.7
NW-16-762-89-18
EC-22-1016-89-23.3

16 (0.625)
16 (0.625)
16 (0.625)
22 (0.875)

762 (30)
762 (30)
762 (30)
1016 (40)

89 (3.5)
89 (3.5)
89 (3.5)
89 (3.5)

Compressive
Strength of
Masonry,
f'mt
(MPa,ksi)
23.3 (3.38)
23.7 (3.44)
18.0 (2.61)
23.3 (3.38)

ES-22-1016-89-23.7

22 (0.875)

1016 (40)

89 (3.5)

23.7 (3.44)

186 (41.7)

196 (44.0)

NW-22-1016-51-11.7

22 (0.875)

1016 (40)

51 (2)

11.7 (1.70)

165 (37.1)

153 (34.4)

Clear
Cover,
ccl (mm,
in)

Mean Tested
Lap Splice
Strength,
Ftested (kN,
kips)
110 (24.8)
126 (28.3)
141 (31.8)
159 (35.7)

Predicted
Lap Splice
Strength,
Fpredicted (kN,
kips)
141 (31.7)
142 (31.9)
131 (29.5)
195 (43.8)

The strength values in Table 6-4 were used to determine stresses as shown in Table 6-5. The suggested
lambda factors were chosen such that the ratio of tested to predicted axial stress when divided by the lambda
factor, was approximately the same for all three kinds of aggregates, taking the lambda factor of the NW
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specimens as 1.0. The tested lap splice strengths for all the LW specimens were found to be lower than the
predicted lap splice strengths using NCMA 1999 Equation 1. The ratios of tested lap splice strength to the
predicted lap splice strength were found to be greater for the ES specimens than that for the EC specimens.
Table 6-5: Calculation of Lambda Factors

NW-16-762-89-18

Mean Tested Axial
Stress, (σa)tested
(MPa, ksi)
717 (104)

CV (%)

1.89

EC-16-762-89-23.3

558 (80.9)

CV (%)

7.16

ES-16-762-89-23.7

636 (92.3)

Aggregate Type

CV (%)

8.22

NW-22-1016-89-11.7

425 (61.7)

CV (%)

7.24

EC-22-1016-89-23.3

410 (59.4)

CV (%)

5.38

ES-22-1016-89-23.7

478 (69.4)

CV (%)

2.97

Predicted Axial
Stress, (σa)predicted
(MPa, ksi)
663 (96.1)

Tested/
Predicted

λ

Tested/
(λ*Predicted)

1.08

1

1.08
1.89

717 (104)

0.78

0.75

1.04
7.16

717 (104)

0.89

0.85

1.11

395 (57.3)

1.08

1

1.08

8.22
7.24
503 (72.9)

0.81

0.75

1.09
5.38

505 (73.2)

0.95

0.85

1.12
2.97

For #16 bar specimens, the ratios of measured capacity to the predicted capacity ranged from 0.74 to 0.84
for EC specimens, 0.8 to 0.93 for ES specimens and 1.06 to 1.1 for the closest comparable test specimens
from the NW dataset. Additionally, as shown in Figure 6-13, the NW grout dataset had lower variability
than the LW grout dataset. For the #22 bar specimens, the ratios of measured capacity to the predicted
capacity ranged from 0.84 to 0.93 for EC specimens, 0.92 to 0.98 for ES specimens and 0.99 to 1.15 for the
closest comparable test specimens from the NW dataset. The order of ratios of measured capacity to
predicted capacity were found to be similar to #16 bar specimens i.e., lowest for the EC specimens, followed
by ES specimens and highest for the NW specimens. This led to a lower recommended lambda factor for
EC specimens of 0.75 than for ES (0.85). The variability, however, was found to be highest in NW
specimens unlike that for the #16 bar specimens.
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6.5 Conclusions
This research was directed to determine the diagonal tensile strength and lap splice behavior of concrete
masonry wall assemblies fully grouted with LW grout and compare the behavior with that for NW grout.
For the diagonal tensile strength tests, the resulting strengths for all the specimens (NW and LW) were
higher than the nominal strengths calculated using TMS 402-16 equation 9.2.6.1 (a) and (b). In order to
achieve a similar ratio of

between the NW and LW specimens, assuming a lambda of 1.0 for NW, a

lambda factor of 0.7 was required for the EC specimens and a lambda factor of 0.85 was required for the
ES specimens. This indicates a lambda factor is likely required to modify the TMS 402 equations for
diagonal tensile strength in order to achieve a similar level of conservatism for strength predictions of
grouted masonry assemblies with NW and LW grout. In addition, the trend of the EC specimens being the
weakest, and ES specimens being stronger but not as strong as the NW specimens is consistent with data
from concrete literature. Similar trend was observed while comparing the test data with characteristic
strength from Eurocode-6 as well. Finally, variability in the tested diagonal strengths was found to be the
highest in EC specimens and similar variability was observed between the ES and NW specimens.
For the lap splice testing, the actual lap splice strengths for the EC and ES specimens were found to be less
than lap strengths predicted using NCMA 1999 Equation 1 for NW specimens. There was also greater
observed variability in the tested lap splice strengths for the LW specimens compared to the NW ones.
Consistent with results from the diagonal tensile testing, the EC specimens were weaker than the ES
specimens. For this dataset, the calculated lambda factor ranged from 0.75 for the EC specimens and was
0.85 for the ES specimens.
Overall, results of the testing indicate that a reduction factor (lambda) in the predicted diagonal tensile
strength and lap splice strengths for masonry assemblies with LW grout is merited. As this test program is
the first known research project to examine these two properties, additional testing should be conducted to
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determine the appropriate value of lambda factor before it could be incorporated into the TMS 402/602
code.
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CHAPTER 7 : SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Two types of LW aggregates, expanded clay (EC) aggregates and expanded slate (ES) aggregates were
used to characterize the performance of LW aggregates in comparison to NW aggregates in masonry
grout. Mix designs were conducted to determine if mix designs complying with the requirements of
ASTM C476 could be obtained with the LW aggregates. Modulus of rupture tests, anchor bolt tests in
tension and shear, lap splice tests and diagonal tensile strength tests were carried out to compare the
performance of assemblies with LW grout with the assemblies constructed using NW grout obtained from
the experiments (for diagonal tensile strength test) or from literature in LW concrete or LW grout (for all
the tests). An attempt was made to determine the lambda factors or modification factors that would be
required for the relevant equations from TMS 402-16 for assemblies constructed with LW grout.
In the first part of the research program, trial batches were prepared to obtain a mix design that complied
with ASTM C476 requirements for conventional grout. While good mix designs complying with the
strength and slump requirements of ASMT C476 were obtained, when the proportions complying with the
volumetric batching method of ASTM C476 were taken, segregation was observed in all the grout mixes.
Hence, a different section for LW grout within ASTM C476, similar to the guidance for selfconsolidating grout which does not contain a volume proportion specification, might be merited.
In the second part of the research program, anchor bolt tests were carried out on fully grouted wall
assemblies and modulus of rupture tests were carried out on grout prisms. The TMS 402-16 equations 9-3
to 9-5 and equations 9-6 to 9-9 were found to correctly predict masonry tensile breakout failure and
masonry shear breakout failure respectively for the LW specimens. The TMS 402-16 equations 9-3 to 9-5
were found to have provided conservative estimates for axial tensile strength of the anchor bolts. The
results of the axial tensile strength tests seemed to suggest a significantly higher tensile capacity as
compared to compression capacity for the ES grout. Modulus of rupture tests were conducted on grout
prisms and the results supported the higher tensile capacity of the ES grout in comparison to their
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compression capacity. In the anchor bolt tensile test, the ratios greater than 1.0 for tested vs. predicted
tensile strength and greater ratios of tested to predicted tensile strength for LW aggregates than that for
NW aggregates indicate a reduction factor for anchor bolts in masonry constructed with LW grout may
not be needed for TMS 402-16 equation 9-3 to 9-5, though additional testing is required to substantiate
these findings as this finding goes against the rationale of ACI 318, which currently requires a reduction
factor for tensile strength of anchor bolts in LW concrete (ACI 318 section 8.6.1).
In the anchor bolt shear test, the predictions from TMS 402-16 equations 9-6 to 9-9 for the shear strength
of the anchor bolts in masonry constructed with LW grout yielded tested to predicted capacity ratios less
than 1.0. The tested to predicted capacity was found to be 0.74 for the EC specimens, 0.85 for ES
specimens, and 0.75 for NW specimens using the same bar diameter (19mm). To check the consistency of
the performance of LW grout in comparison to NW grout, anchor bolt shear testing with smaller bar
diameters (16mm or less) is recommended.
Future testing should include additional shear testing of anchor bolts with smaller bar diameters (16mm or
less) to determine rather the shear behavior remains consistent with the performance of NW specimens
and no reduction factor is required for design of anchor bolts in shear for masonry assemblies with LW
grout.
The third part of research was conducted to determine the diagonal tensile strength and lap splice behavior
of concrete masonry wall assemblies fully grouted with LW grout and compare the behavior with that for
NW grout.
For the diagonal tensile strength tests, the resulting strengths for all the specimens (NW and LW) were
higher than the nominal strengths calculated using TMS 402-16 equation 9.2.6.1 (a) and (b). A lambda
factor of 0.7 was predicted for the EC specimens and a lambda factor of 0.85 was predicted for the ES
specimens to achieve a similar level of conservatism for the LW specimens as the NW specimens using the
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TMS 402-16 equations. Finally, variability in the tested diagonal strengths was found to be the highest in
EC specimens and similar variability was observed between the ES and NW specimens.
For the lap splice testing, the actual lap splice strengths for the EC and ES specimens were found to be less
than lap strengths predicted using NCMA 1999 Equation 1 for NW specimens. There was also greater
observed variability in the tested lap splice strengths for the LW specimens compared to the NW ones. The
lambda factor was calculated to be in the range of 0.75 for the EC specimens and 0.85 for the ES specimens.
Based on the tested datasets and the datasets from the literature considered, the trend of the EC specimens
being the weakest, and ES specimens being stronger was consistent in all the tests. NW specimens were
found to the strongest in the diagonal tensile strength tests and lap splice tests, but the same couldn’t be
stated for modulus of rupture tests and anchor bolt tests.
Overall, results of the testing indicate that a reduction factor (lambda) in the predicted diagonal tensile
strength and lap splice strengths for masonry assemblies with LW grout is warranted. For the anchor bolts
in tension and shear, additional testing is required to determine if a reduction factor is merited as this
dataset suggested the specimens with LW grout behaved similar to, or better than previous specimens
constructed with NW grout. To appropriately set the value of lambda factor before it is incorporated into
the TMS 402/602 code, it is suggested that additional tests be conducted to substantiate the findings of
this pilot study.
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APPENDIX
Design of anchor bolt test specimens
Anchor bolt tensile specimens
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Anchor bolt shear specimens
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Design of Anchor bolt test setup
Anchor bolt tension setup load path
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Anchor bolt shear setup load path
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Design
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